
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grow Your Own 
Blue Oyster Mushrooms 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

See reverse for instructions. Refrigerate until use. 

 



Each block should result in at least 1 pound of mushrooms.  Many will 
exceed this, producing at least two but sometimes many more harvests.  
Add the block to your garden soil when you are done for improved soil 
health! 
SUPPLIES: In addition to this grow kit, you will need a clean, sharp 
knife and a clean spray bottle filled with water. 

GROW KIT INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Your mushroom block consists of hardwood sawdust and soybean hulls. The white that you see is 
mycelium, or mushroom “roots”. Before you cut your bag, it should be 90% colonized with 
mycelium, letting you know that the bag is ready to fruit. 

2. Make a one inch cut above the filter patch to allow air to escape and fold the top of the bag behind 
the block. Lay the block on its back so the folded over plastic is tucked underneath. Use a knife to 
cut a long line all the way across the center of the block (about one foot long). Let the knife cut 
into the mycelium about a quarter of an inch, giving the mycelium access to air—the signal to 
fruit! 

3. Determine a location for your bag. If you keep it outside, there is a bug called the pleasing fungus 
beetle that will seek it out. If that’s not a dealbreaker for you, just tap the mushrooms when you 
harvest them and the beetles will fall out. Otherwise, keep your bag indoors near indirect light, 
such as on a kitchen counter.  Oyster mushrooms need some light to grow (unlike button 
mushrooms). UV light intensity will affect the color of the mushroom, with more light leading to 
darker mushroom caps. You may want to put the mushroom bag on a tray or plate to catch excess 
water. 

4. Using your spray bottle, mist the cut area several times each day. After several days, mushroom 
“pins” (baby mushrooms!) will form near the cut area. Continue to spray the block and pins as 
they grow. Do not drench the pins or they can become mushy and wilt. If this happens remove 
and discard the wilted fruit, allow the block a day or two to dry out, and resume lightly misting. 

5. If the pins seem trapped underneath the plastic, cut the plastic in that area to allow the pins 
access to oxygen. Do not remove more plastic than necessary or your block may become too dry.   

6. Harvest your mushrooms just as the caps begin to flatten out. Mushrooms may appear to be in 
different growth stages, but it is important to harvest the entire block at the same time. Remove 
all the mushroom stems and any pins that didn’t fully form so that your block is left as clean as 
possible. Enjoy your delicious, home-grown blue oyster mushrooms! For recipes and cooking 
ideas, follow us on Facebook and Instagram and check out our website at 
www.hawrivermushrooms.com 

7. Let the block rest for about a week without spraying it. Then begin the process again! You should 
get at least two harvests from your block, though each one will probably be a little smaller than 
the one before. Some people choose to tape the original hole up with packing tape, turn their 
block over, and make a new cut on the other side after the second or third harvest.  

8. When the block is ‘spent’, remove it from the plastic and consider mixing it with your garden soil 
or using it as a top dressing for mulch. Happy growing! 
 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

Indoor conditions can cause fruiting times to vary. If 2 weeks have passed without any “pins” or signs 
of life, cut a deep X into the block to introduce more oxygen and kickstart the mycelium again. If the 
block seems dry, try misting it more heavily or frequently. If the block seems wet, dump out any water 
that accumulated in the bag and try misting less. If after another week there are no changes, email 
photos of your block to info@hawrivermushrooms.com. We’ll help you troubleshoot or replace your 
block, if needed. 


